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November
massachusetts imprints - ana carolina's way - partners in the publication of practical discourses delivered
on occasion of the earthquakes and of other works by may-hew, were politically radical printers, publishers,
and booksell-ers. their anti-british pamphlet and newspaper publications made it necessary for edes to flee
with printing press and type a discourse on worldly vicissitudes - softerviews - a discourse on worldly
vicissitudes the thingyan festival today is the beginning of thingyan festival which marks the change of years
om 1326 b.e. thingyan is a burmese term which is derived om the sanskrit sankranta, meaning “change” or “
ans-fer.” the sun changes its course at the end of a twelve-month period the compulsion of the spirit in
the farewell speech of ... - the compulsion of the spirit in the farewell speech of paul ... he received
information for the first two discourses from paul, his travel companion, but of these three, luke personally
heard the third (acts 21:1). in acts 20, luke recorded a homily delivered by the apostle to believers and the
only account of a public occasion embedded in a ... universalist anniversary. an occasion full of joy and
... - an occasion full of joy and inspiration. ... weeks the winter following, and delivered sixteen discourses,
preaching in most of the places ... his daily life and conversation were a practical comment upon the superior
excellency of the doctrine he inculcated. of the gospel,” (v. 14) &c. this might seem a very bold ... - this
was the substance of four discourses, the first two whereof were delivered upon the administration of the
sacrament of the lord‟s supper, at carnock; the other two were an enlargement upon the same subject, on an
occasion of the same nature, at orwel.—the precise truth always wins satyameva jayte - manavtamandir
- holiness param sant param dayal faqir chand ji maharaj delivered a series of discourses satyameva-jayate on
the auspicious occasion of baisakhi (april 1974). this book is the compilation of these very discourses. by the
grace of my master, i was lucky enough to listen to all these discourses in person at manavta mandir
hoshiarpur. i beseeched [type the document title] - buddhist temple - discourses delivered afterwards, he
explained each noble truth with practical examples in simple and clear form. the buddha uses many similes,
analogies and parables. the language used also seems to facilitate better understanding of this precious
finding. his soft and compassionate words were always appropriate and clear. hence, his burma pitaka
association, 1986 - usamyanmar - burma pitaka association, 1986 the suttanta pitaka is a collection of all
the discourses in their entirety delivered by the buddha on various occasions. (a few discourses delivered by
some of the distinguished disciples of the buddha, such as the venerable the secret of the katha
upanishad - sankaracharya - the secret of the katha upanishad by swami krishnananda, the divine life
society was smaller than the size of the earth; not knowing that the revolution of the planetary system is a
highly complicated involvement of powers and forces not easily reducible either merely to the sun or the
planets as the earth. isocrates, panegyricus - faculty server contact - delivered at olympia (olympiac
speeches), and it is probable that isocrates here has in mind the festival at olympia. it is not likely that the
speech was ever actually delivered, although we are told, on the authority of philostratus, that it was. the
retiring disposition of isocrates, his lack of fundamentals of insight meditation - manchester | salford “the fundamentals of insight meditation” is a series of discourses delivered by the venerable mahāsi sayādaw
during the burmese new year in 1959. the discourses were ﬁrst published in burmese in 1961, and enjoyed
such populari that they ran to several editions. this is their ﬁrst english anslation.
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